Community Profile and Dynamics

informing engagement and
mission in Cowplain

Introduction
Effective engagement and mission is based on a clear and
evidence-based understanding of our community. Cowplain is a
new(ish) suburb – developed over the 1960-80’s and as with all
communities it reflects the dominant ideas and key features of the
period in which it was developed. So Cowplain, for better and
worse, reflects this in its; dependence on the car, commuting for
work, and a preponderance of home ownership. These features
have advantages (stability) and disadvantages (living costs), and
they will change over time (e.g. a fast demographic shift). There
will continue to be some new housing development but on a much
smaller scale (infill) than historically, but clearly it is no longer a
new community but a more mature and established community in
its trajectory, (non?)-identity and norms.
The community will increasingly face challenges as the
infrastructure and longer-term residents age and as the
expectations of both the existing and newer residents continue to
change. The founding and earlier cohorts are now retired
(whatever that means now) and as a ‘healthy’ cohort they will be
a presence over the coming decade. As with almost all ‘new’
communities the founding/early cohorts are very powerful in

setting the tone of a church and this can end up becoming fixed
and it can result over time in a growing social and cultural
distance between the church and its community as the community
continues to evolve with new people and ideas. We need to
avoid this happening.
Cowplain is a relatively better-off community, but not a wealthy
one and around 1/5 households are not so comfortable and
some will be struggling. In addition, all cohorts/groups are
changing (fast) in their ways of living and expectations, and the
new/younger people that move in may be as comfortable or
respond to the same ‘messages’ or offers that work for the
older/longer-standing cohorts. In addition, ¼ of the significant
groups in Cowplain are singles. As its community and dynamics
change, it is timely for St Wilfrid's to revisit some elements of its
local engagement and mission.

A constantly changing community…

Changing community
The main changes in Cowplain over the last
10 years were…
• Much more traffic and congestion
• New bus lanes

• Some infill housing (e.g. London Rd) and bungalow
extensions
• Shrinkage/loss of Post Office and Police

The likely main changes in Cowplain over the
next 10 years are…
• Broader trends of housing affordability, green pressures
and higher expectations e.g. peak car reached.
• More younger households replacing the founding cohorts
(potential for rapid generational shift).
• Bungalow updating and extension

• New children's offers

• Newer households are likely to be more educated,
financially stretched and have ‘new’ values/expectations

• Over longer-term the loss of butcher, baker & veg shop
with more convenience/fast food.

• Growth in rental tenure

• New health centre and more sheltered/retirement housing
• Many more supermarket offers but mainly car reliant.

• More infill housing
• More stress, isolation and debt issues.

Some key facts
Cowplain is a stable community and relatively
(mostly) on the 2011 census include:
better off in comparison with the national average.
+
That said, it is not without its problems and there is 1. There are over 13,000 residents and
currently 5,248 households in Cowplain.
a degree of labour-market polarisation. Significant
numbers of households (around 1/5) are less well
2. 41% of households have dependent children
off, some will be struggling and some will be
in them (12% non-dependent children).
stretched to maintain lifestyles and a self/social
image. We cannot simplistically assume that even 3. Nearly 1 in 3 workers are in lower status and
those households and groups that are doing well
lower-income employment.
financially are necessarily flourishing in their lives,
relationships and/or spiritually.
4. Tenure (2011) is 86% owner occupied and
14% private or social rented.
While the 2011 census is now nine years old, it is
still a good indicator in a relatively stable
5. While 28%+ of local people have degrees a
community like Cowplain of the key demographic
further 33% have no or low-level (NVQ 1)
and socio-economic structures of the local
qualifications.
population. When the results of 2021 census are
available this will give us a much better
6. Between 2001-2011 there has been a 17%
understanding of the key longer-term trends in this
decline in Christian affiliation and in Cowplain
mature suburb. Some key statistics that are based
is getting closer to the national average.

Household incomes
Household income
distribution:

If we look at household income (see
below) a quarter of local households
are in the higher-income bracket (above
£50,000), half moderate (£30-50,000) or
lower income (under £25,000).

lower income
20%

Again there are indicators that some
households may be struggling e.g. child
poverty 10% (1/5 single parent) and
8% of retirees are on pension credit.

moderate
income 51%

high income
28%

Market segmentation
We utilised Experian market segmentation data (called
Mosaic) from January 2019 to identify the key
consumer groups (by household) that live within
Cowplain parish boundaries.
There are three significant Mosaic groups in Cowplain:
Senior Security, Suburban Stability, and Domestic
Success and it is these groups that will need form the
effective focus of mission. Even within these larger
groups there are some important differences (e.g. single
vs couples). The secondary groupings of Prestige
Positions and Aspiring Homemakers are not significant
groups in themselves but we will need to be aware that
our messages and offers are still ‘inclusive’ enough
reach out. It is important to realise that some
generational variables can in practice be just as
important for receptivity as socio-economic position.

1,407 (27%): Senior Security, older people with assets
who are enjoying a comfortable retirement.
1,287 (25%): Suburban stability, mature suburban
owners living settled lives in mid-range housing.

830 (16%): Domestic success, thriving singles and
families who are busy bringing up children and
following careers.
656 (12%): Prestige positions, Established families in
large detached homes living upmarket lifestyles.
589 (11%): Aspiring homemakers, younger households
settling down in housing priced within their means.

Implications: primary groups
Each of the significant groups outlined above can Domestic Success (830 or 16% of households):
be broken down further. Outlined below are the
Most of these are couples with families who are
key features of the significant groups in Cowplain: busy bringing up children and following careers.
They are busy in late-career in senior management
Senior Security (1,407 or 27% of households):
roles in their late 40’s, earning £50k+ and family
Older people with assets who are enjoying a
focussed. Alongside them are some (25%) who are
comfortable retirement with an income of £15kthriving independents who are mid-40’s, single,
£20k, living in smaller detached and bungalow
employed as managers.
homes (many are “peace seekers”) and they are
low tech users.
This segmentation and the smaller-groups outlined
above have been summarised as two groups;
Suburban stability (1,287 or 25% of households): successful late middle aged and younger couples
These are middle-aged people either singles
and families.
(1/3), couples with adult children who have
returned home (1/3). They are working in middle
management roles, secure (?) but not a massive
disposable income.

Successful (late) “middle-aged”
This is a materially comfortable group and one which is generally
(apparently) satisfied with their lives. They can have a sense of
achievement and security (2008 and Brexit aside) and with some perhaps
degree of complacency. This is the first, or second generation, of explicit
non-attenders (their parents or grandparents may have
attended/affiliated) and for them now to change a life-time of (non)habit
there will have be a good and new reason. But they are still looking
for/want unique, meaningful and purposeful events and experiences.
Maintaining a perfect life (keeping up with the Jones’s on Facebook)
rather than leading to “happiness” can actually increase their isolation,
relationship stress, and compound any anxieties about future income
security/debt. Work, travel etc. leaves them little time for a local or
regular involvement unless it provides ‘time out’, or ‘energy’ for their
demanding lives. They are not going to commit to regular activities but
will attend/support a series of related one-off events or (broader)
purposeful activities and fundraising that they want to be seen associating
with. We will need to have appropriate offers ready if they then want to
make next steps on their faith journey.

Younger couples and families
Younger couples and families may currently not be a major group. Even
though Cowplain is a ‘stable’ community, it will still see a significant shift in
composition over the next decade or so. So this grouping will continue to
grow and they do represent your future. If you do not try and connect or act
in relevant ways with them now, then we cannot be surprised that they will not
value their local church when they in turn become the local majority. In
addition, they will keep you connected with local change, new networks and
the changing expectations.
There is also a more instrumentalised rationale for engaging them. The older
baby boomers do not want to be seen as “old” and they will respond more
to those organisations and messages that are pitched at/reach younger
groups and that are seen to be “doing good”. In a kingdom-sense this is also
an area where the church can make a real difference in lives and
demonstrate God’s love for neighbours.
They are tech savvy (especially if they have kids), time poor, and can be
financially over-extended. Many may also feel isolated or even lonely,
especially if they do not have local family or friendship networks. They will
respond to hyper-local and fun (food/meal) activities, and if they have kids
those events that also cater for young children and are otherwise inclusive.

Some key messages and connection points
Successful (late) middle aged
Various issues as this group is time poor (most are commuters)
so life is very structured and busy/juggling their child/elder
care pressures. They will respond/want to be associated with
environmental, social conscience-based experiences and are
keen on food/gathering (a pop-up monthly charity
restaurant?). Question of how is information passed on –
whatsup? Some key connection points include:
• Lidls, Costa, fast food places…
• (Nourishing) collaborations with Lidl – Easter,
community/prayer board

Younger couples and families
A younger group – not all with children (30-40%). Interested in
football, fitness and are stressed around finance, time poor, bringing
up their demanding children, paying for it all e.g. bigger
cars/lessons – need low cost but fun/meaningful stuff (with identity,
purpose and meaning (e.g. Saturday afternoon messy church?), some
are isolated/ have low confidence – you are valued? Need new
comm channels Facebook advertising, Instagram… Some key
connection points include:

• Toddlers groups and lots of young mums in Costa.

• Traffic congestion/traffic lights – portable/pop-up or billboard solutions?

• Growing connections with infant and junior schools

• Need to build active links and collaborations and jointidentity and promotion with existing hall using groups.

• Pubs?

• Pitch also to grandparents (holiday carers).

• Clear messages and consistent experience of being friendly happy
and joyful… real and authentic!

• High profile key events (e.g. gin festival) rather than regular
activities with encouraging ownership with our neighbours.

• We need to investigate more through the people that we already
know and beyond.

Expectations +

Across the board expectations for the places we
go to and the activities we engage with are
increasing – we look for experiences and
narratives people will want to associate with not
just one-off ‘tasks’… stuff that we will remember
and want to share… that great passion play,
coffee and bread-making sessions, that real
difference to our day/world, cool space and
lovely genuine person who makes us want to go
back and be…

updating

We will need to find ways of updating and
energising our presentation with strong and
consistent message (in new places) that are
clearly linked to a planned series of key
events which in turn link to accessible new
offers. This will also need to include some
cosmetic updating of the key spaces so as to
make them look/feel more fresh and
contemporary. More active and create
higher profile exterior, signage and
landscaping along with more
contemporary/animated online images are
required and potentially a rebranding.

The refresh of St Wilfrid’s/Wilfs will need to include five key elements – linked
high-profile events, consistent messages and comms, positive and generative
associations and collaborations, bringing people together and celebration!
1. The immediate focus for engagement and mission in Cowplain has to be the
late middle-aged and younger couples and families. They are both
commuters and a “busy” groups of people so we will need to rethink how we
connect/fit around them so as to become accessible/relevant to them.

Conclusion:

implications of key local
dynamics

2. There are also many child-free households (divorced, younger singles and
couples, older couples whose children who have left home) so we need to
think about how any “family” messaging could also resonate with them.
3. Some households (around 1/5) are overstretched including retired, social and
private renters and the newly formed (starter) households. We need to be
relevant and accessible to them to avoid an ‘exclusive’ image.
4. We need to be clear about how we are distinctive e.g. contemporary and
meaningful with a clear new “Cowplain” element with more purpose to our
identity and messages – creating community (communion) in Cowplain.
5. Adopt a linked strong broader purposeful narrative for the larger
(quarterly) key events and select new offers that will assist in making
meaningful connections and shifting perceptions locally.

1. Make the two groupings of successful middle-aged and the young couples
& families the main focus for future engagement and mission planning.
2. Invest in some cosmetic updating and upgrading of the public spaces along
with new more contemporary images of church life.
3. Develop more contemporary and active/fun external landscaping (e.g. the
Cowplain allotment/herb/wildlife garden) and signage.
4. Present and lead with higher profile younger/family messages, key events
and offers (i.e. a Cowplain Food & Gin festival (aka Harvest), Christmas).

Recommendations:

the future of engagement and
mission in Cowplain

5. Explore options for connecting with commuters e.g. Coworking days, midweek time out/mindfulness - along with inspiring local/world charity
events…
6. Talk more about new Cowplain and use creating this to connect with ‘new’ to
us actors e.g. Lidls, Costa, estate agents, take-aways and schools etc. in
order to reach the new to us groups.
7. Ensure that future key events and new offers are linked as part of an
annual key events programme and develop new simple feedback
mechanisms and collect contact details to facilitate more regular and
meaningful communication.
8. Once a St Wilfrids/Wilfs rethink is underway work collaboratively with
neighbouring parishes on identifying mutual strengths and shared
engagement and mission opportunities.

